
 Room: Graham 402   Class time: MWF 11:00-11:50
 Instructor:  Greg Knehans  Email: gnknehan@uncg.edu; Text: 336-310-6273
 Office: Curry 333A   Office hours: 

We live in an era of dramatic international change with global challenges not only to states but also to the human community 
worldwide. This course introduces the student to the contemporary international system. It addresses new phenomena such as 
globalization and international civil society, as well as the traditional issues of international politics ─ international organization 
and law, war, global political economy, trade, and relations between nation-states. Particular emphasis will be given to thinking 
critically about global affairs, as opposed to simply the memorization of information, as well as using theory to analyze subject 
matter in the context of a research paper.

Assignments/Grading
Tests: Two non-cumulative tests. Study guides will be provided for each exam. (30 points each, total of 60 points)
Final Exam: Cumulative exam, including take-home portion. (40 points)
Paper: One analytical research paper. Due dates and specifics to be announced. (75 points)
Short writings: Occasional short writings on topics determined by professor (15 points)
Participation: Regular attendance and participation (not just attendance–see below). (10 points)
There will be various extra credit opportunities during the semester. These will be worth 5 points each. You can do as many as 
you like, but only the two highest will be counted.

Required Text 
Lamy, Steven, John Baylis, Steve Smith and Patricia Owens. 2011. Introduction to Global Politics. NY: Oxford University Press. 
Additional material, both required and optional, will be available on-line or through Blackboard. Students should read the global 
edition of The New York Times, Washington Post or similar newspaper regularly to keep abreast of current global events.

Some General Notes and Guidelines 
No texting during class. Anyone texting, or otherwise fiddling with an electronic device will get a zero for participation. If you 
text again, you will fail the class. Do not think that you will be the exception to this policy. Seriously, just put your phone away.
Laptops may only be used if you sit in the front row or along the aisle, and may only be used to take notes. Penalties for using a 
laptop for any other purpose (Facebook, email, etc.) are the same as texting.
Tests: Except in the cases of a bona fide medical or other emergency with confirming documentation, I do not approve make-up 
tests. If you have a commitment scheduled for the day of a test or assignment, you should contact me well beforehand so that we 
can consider the possibility of taking the test or submitting the assignment early.
Class Participation:  When you don’t read in advance, don’t engage with the ideas expressed by the writers, the instructor, and 
the other students, or when you attend class only sporadically, both your learning and your classmates’ learning is greatly 
inhibited. Additionally, class becomes really boring.  So you are expected to show up, to pay attention, and to prepare the 
readings in advance of the class period for which they are assigned.  I encourage you to take notes as you read and bring them to 
class for reference during discussions. Obviously, if you aren’t here, you can’t participate.  That said, just showing up and staying 
awake isn’t participation.  Participation includes paying attention, asking questions, contributing to class discussion in a way that 
demonstrates that you have completed the reading, responding politely to your classmates’ questions, etc. Uninformed discussion 
will hurt, not help, your grade. I will be looking for you to ask questions or make comments when you are confused, angered, 
excited, or whatever.  I encourage those students who have personal experience or knowledge of some of the issues we will be 
covering to bring them up in class.  While this will be primarily a lecture class, I have no problem with and encourage even 
extended discussions and debates provided they proceed based upon an understanding of the material. Finally, do not assume that 
lectures will simply reproduce the discussions in the textbook. There will be overlap but some parts of the textbooks will not be 
discussed during lectures and some lectures will be entirely separate from the textbook.
Honor Code:  I expect all students in this course to abide by both the letter and spirit of the university’s academic integrity 
policy: http://www.uncg.edu/reg/Policy/HonorPolicy.html.  Specifically pertinent to this course is the following infraction: 
“Plagiarism: Intentionally or knowingly representing the words of another, as one's own in any academic exercise.”  Do NOT 
engage in plagiarism. If caught, you will receive a zero for the assignment.  If you have any questions regarding what constitutes 
plagiarism, please see me immediately. While it is very easy to plagiarize off of the internet and other sources, it is just as easy to 
find where you plagiarized from. Typically, if I suspect plagiarism, it takes me less than a minute to find the source. Additionally, 
all papers will be submitted through SafeAssign, which can detect plagiarism even more effectively, including purchased papers.
Addenda: Please keep all returned work, so that any discrepancy in the recording of grades can be easily resolved. Once final 
grades are turned in, they are final. If you are concerned about what your grade might be, see me before the end of the semester. I 
am happy to meet with you for any length of time to help you through this course. However, do not come to me the day before an  
assignment is due and ask for help on the assignment. If you need to earn above a particular grade in this class in order to 
graduate, maintain athletic eligibility, receive financial aid, etc., the time to speak with me about this is as soon as you feel you 
may be below that grade–NOT at the end of the semester or after I have turned in final grades.
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Course Outline (subject to change)
Except where indicated, readings for each week should be done by that Monday. Unless otherwise instructed, you may ignore 
case studies and other material in text boxes.

Week 1: 8/20-25 - Introduction 
Reading: IGP Chapter 1
Optional Reading: IGP Chapter 2

Week 2: 8/27-31 - Realism
Reading: IGP Chapter 3 (pp 63-75)
Optional Reading: "Realism," Tim Dunne & Bryan C Schmidt, from The Globalization of World Politics (GWP).

Week 3: 9/3-7 - Liberalism [No class Monday]
Reading: IGP Chapter 3 (pp 75-91), pay attention to review questions 3-8 & 10.
Optional Reading: "Liberalism," Tim Dunne, from GWP.

Week 4: 9/10-14 - Critical Theories  (Marxism & Feminism)
Reading: IGP Chapter 4; pay attention to review questions 2, 7, 9, 10, 12 & 13.
Optional Reading: "Marxist Theories of IR", Stephen Hobden and Richard Wyn Jones, from GWP.
Optional Reading: "Gender and Global Issues," V Spike Peterson and Anne Sisson Runyan, from Global Gender Issues.

Week 5: 9/17-21 - Critical Theories (Constructivism) [First Exam: 9/21]
Reading: IGP Chapter 8 (pp 226-233)

Week 6: 9/24-28 - Global Political Economy; Origins [Paper Topic due: 9/28]
Reading: IGP Chapter 11; pay attention to review questions 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 and 12.
Optional Reading: "A Null Hypothesis," J. M. Blaut, from The Colonizer's Model of the World.

Week 7: 10/1-5 - Global Political Economy; Bretton Woods
Reading: IGP Chapter 12; Pay attention to review questions 1, 3, 5, 8, 12.

Week 8: 10/8-12 - Global Political Economy; Neo-liberalism & Debt
Reading: IGP Chapter 13; pay attention to review questions 1-3, 5, 7, 8 & 10.

Week 9: 10/15-19 - Global Political Economy; Global Poverty [No class Monday; Fall Break]
Reading: IGP Chapter 14; pay attention to review questions 2, 4, 5, 9, 10.

Week 10: 10/22-26 - Global Political Economy; Globalization [Annotated Bibliography due 10/22; Second Exam: 10/24]

Week 11: 10/29-11/2 -  War and Death 
Reading: IGP Chapter 8; pay attention to review questions 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 13, 14.

Week 12: 11/5-9 - Global Governance [Rough Draft due 11/12]
Reading: IGP Chapter 6; pay attention to review questions 3, 4, 7 & 10.

Week 13: 11/12-16 - Human Rights and Transnational Actors
Reading: IGP Chapter 7; pay attention to review questions 1-4, 7 & 9.

Week 14: 11/19-23 - [No class Wednesday or Friday] 
Reading: IGP Chapter 10; pay attention to review questions 2, 4, 7, 8 & 9.

Week 15: 11/26-30 - A Case Study in International Relations
Reading: "A Partial History of East Timor," Greg Knehans.
Reading: "We Must Keep Telling," Fatima Gusmao, from Telling: East Timor; Personal Testimonies 1942–1992.
Reading: "The US and East Timor" & "Afterword," Noam Chomsky, from Towards a New Cold War. 
Reading: “In a World Full of People…: East Timor and Global Grassroots Solidarity,” Greg Knehans. Development. 43:3.

Week 16: 12/3 -  Conclusion [Final Paper Due]

Final Exam: Monday, 12/10, 12–3:00
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